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2019-2020

DEC: Bergman, Broyld, Emeagwali, , Jones, Mahony, McGrath, Tully (ex officio)

Social Studies: Broyld, Tully, Hermes

Senate: Williams, Mahony (Alternate: Mann)

Assessment: Jones, Warshauer, Vedeler

Secretary: Coronado (Alternate: Biskupski)

Phi Alpha Theta/History Club: Sunshine / Mahony

Public History Advisory: Broyld, Glaser, Prescott, Warshauer, Coronado

University Graduate Studies: Glaser

Digital Presence: Tully

Research and Teaching Seminar: Biskupski

Department Grad: Biskupski, Glaser, Prescott

Library: Emeagwali

Nominating: McGrath K., Mahony, Tully

Planning and Personnel: Emeagwali, Jones, Warshauer

Sabbatical: Sunshine, Tully, Williams

Scholarships: Sunshine, Vedeler

Social: McGrath, K., Mann

AAUP Liaison: Coronado

Curriculum Alternate: Tully (Chair)

Assistant Chair (also Curriculum Rep): McGrath, K.

MA Coordinators: Warshauer, Williams